NOW & THEN

By 1910 the Lake
Union Gas Works
was alread y in full
production. lt was
photographed from
the northeast corner of Queen Anne
Hill.

of forest which still lined the distant ridge
that became Hawthorne Hills and View

Gas Works,
A Garden
of .Metal
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Today part of the old gas plant is preserved as monumental
sculpture in the green setting of the city's Gas "' Works Park.

M

arshal McLuhan , social critic,
once wrote that " yesterday's

technology is today's art." No-

where in Seattle is there a better
example of that than Gas Works Park on
Lake Union's north end.

Photographed in 1910 from Queen
Anne Hill, it was already generating gas by
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Rid~~eitrn~~:S~ ~ampus is in the
foreground of that wilderness tract. The
last bit of skeletal framing of the 1909
Alaska Yukon and Pacific Exposition's
Federal Building is evident just to the right
of the old MeZ~ny Auditorium, the largest
and brightest structure seen in this view of
the campus.
In the foreground, Wallingford itself
blends into the north end of Lake Union.
Here in 1906 the Seattle Gas Co. began
urging homemakers to " cook with gas."
However, an unrelenting disservice
regularly escaped this gas plant in the fonn
of soot and showering sparks. ft fell over
Wallingford for years, until 1937 when the
company switched from coal to oil. ft
ceased totally in 1956 when natural gas
was first piped in from the Southwest.
Then the old gas works shut down and
became a company parking lot.
In 1962 the city agreed to purchase this
peninsula from the gas company. Many
years earlier this woodland promontory
was a popular picnic stop for pioneers
sailing about the then-wild Lake Union . In

1962 this wilderness park was a 20-acre
layer-cake of hydro-carbon contaminates
.. . a slough of lampblack and oily wastes.
And it was covered with the industrial
artifacts of a pre-electronic age, which is to
say, those black towers.
In 1970 the city hired local landscape
architect Richard Haag to prepare a park
master plan. With atypical understatement,
Haag concluded that, "the site resists
becoming a conventional park.·· Then to
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those towers be saved and recycled as
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was
to generate oxygen gas and a separate tar.
Now Haag's vision would generate a local
controversy that separated citizens between those who thought his proposal a
macabre joke and those who saw in these
towers an iron stonehenge or a hanging
garden of metal.
Ever since Gas Works Park opened in
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generating international awards and a
profusion of non-polluting multi-colored
kites .
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